LATIN-AMERICA, THE LAND OF OPPORTUNITY.

First of Special Series on Foreign Countries—Contributed By Students.

OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AMONG BOYS.

Various Institutions In Boston Appeal To Men For Such Work.

Men who are fond of boys have plenty of chances to do practical work with boys of all classes during their course at Tech. Several churches are going to have classes for boys in such institutions as boys’ clubs, either to organize them, to superintend enterprises and social gatherings, or to lead grammatical classes. Settlement houses, the Taipei Memorial at 124 Carter street, in particular, want men for similar work, also to give practical talks to boys from the streets whose vision of the may be exceedingly broadened by contact with young men who are working in such institutions of Technology.

Another call comes from Mr. John A. Chase for two men to go over in a few weeks the members are planning to visit a school at the Good Will Home, 150 Webster street, East Boston. The work is among a poor class of boys, who are youths from fifteen to twenty years of age. If a man has had very little experience in this he need not be scared of the proposition. Mr. Chase’s plan is for one man to come in one night for two or three successive weeks to get acquainted with the boys. He will select four or five of these boys to whom he is attracted and organize a club from this nucleus.

The Boston Y. M. C. A. has also been disturbed to the T. C. A. to send men to work in their boys’ department, especially men to lead gymnasium classes. Some of this work is voluntary, while at least two positions carry substantial salaries.

It is perfectly legitimate for Tech students to emphasize the fact that in this work as well as in all other work such as has been here suggested they are not only helping the boys, but are at the same time helping themselves in a very practical way. Any position that calls for ability in maneuvring and in handling people man may look good in college who expect to handle men all the time in the future.

Any students who want to engage in this work should see the secretary of the T. C. A., or Mr. Geoffrey R. Hayter, chairman of the Boys’ Service Committee. Either of these men will give details of any line of work and will be glad to arrange interviews with the secretaries or superintendent in charge of the various places.

DEAD MAIL AT CAGE.

All mail that remains at the Cage more than four days after receipt will be returned to the Engineer’s office. The same applies to the post office.

SWIMMING PRACTICE.

On Wednesday of this week the season of the Technology swimming team will open, and the managers of all the men who are and intend to be interested in the newest of the Intercollegiate events will be at the Cage at noon to arrange the plans in mind, the arrangement of meals and the work required.

Now that the “Anch” is Paddy is over, interest in indoor athletic sports has been weakened. The first to become active in the Gym team, which began practice this week, is the Boston Y. M. C. A.

GYM TEAM STARTS.

Freshmen should Compete For Places On Gym Team.

Now that Paddy Bolt is over, interest in indoor athletic sports has been weakened. The first to become active in the Gym team, which began practice this week, is the Boston Y. M. C. A.

HIGHEST POSITIONS.

FRESHMEN SHOULD COMPETE FOR PLACES ON GYM TEAM.
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SOPHOMORE ELECTIONS.

Total Results Given Below—121 Ballots Cast in All.
The Sophomore elections, which were held on Friday morning, resulted in the casting of 121 ballots. In several places the voting was very close, so that the results are indicative of those elected:

President.
Arthur C. Brown........ 77
*Theodore H. Guertin .... 66
Paul V. Driscoll ......... 53
*G. C. Shedd ......... 14

Vice-President.
Frederick R. Barney .... 44
*Frederick L. Hurlbutt .... 35
William H. McKnight .... 29

Secretary.
Roswell H. Bannett ..... 31
Frederick P. Kamrath ..... 30
H. C. Stone ........ 24
*Paul H. Taylor ......... 40

Treasurer.
Donald R. Doolittle ..... 39
Leicester F. Hamilton ..... 32
*Alfred T. Wyman ......... 55

*James W. White ............ 50

NATIONAL SHAWMUT BANK
40 WATER STREET, BOSTON

Condensed Statement at Close of Business Sept. 1, 1911, as reported to the Comptroller of the Currency.

RESOURCES

Loans and Discounts ...... $6,556,613.22
Investments ....... $11,289,453.33
Due from Banks ...... $17,065,691.11
Exchange from Clearing House ...... $4,728,361.32
Cash ....... $11,279,206.11

$86,285,904.09

LIABILITIES

Capital ...... $3,500,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits ...... 6,813,181.57
Reserved for Taxes ...... $147,099.57
Circulation ...... $894,097.50
Deposits ...... 86,965,616.15

$86,285,904.09
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SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS AT BOTH OFFICES
LATIN AMERICA

Continued from page 1

and the first one to start work in our new building, and who pulled the first rails of the first Latin-American railroad between Calabas and Copiapó.

Then Molina, another American citizen, who built the most important Chilean railroad between the capital and our main port, Valparaiso. And then, not hundreds, but a great many American citizens have gone to our countries to sow the seed of the American spirit, the spirit of energy, activity and work.

Is it then possible for us to have any bad feelings against the Americans?

Undoubtedly, no! Latin America, with its rapidly increasing working population, needs now, more than ever, an increased immigration, and by this we mean an immigration of technically trained men, an immigration of brains, if you allow me to call it that way.

We need steel structures for our buildings, we need to replace our "bridges for the summer and swimming for the winter" for "safe bridges all the year round," we need to develop our water power sources, we need to build our ports, we need more railroads, etc., etc.

That is why THE TECH requested us to start this foreign section with something about Latin America. We accepted the invitation very willingly, because we wanted to tell every Tech man that a little distance away in the south there is a land where there is a fair chance for every one.

All we need to get there is a little courage, a little knowledge of the language of Castilla.

Forget for a while the love for home and go there, and you will come back. If you do come back, with your pockets full of money and the consciousness of having done good to some of your fellowmen.

LATIN AMERICA

A household, first-class hotel, with New England traditions, dating from 1816. Newly furnished with comfort and convenience.

All Goods Required by Students at

Maclachlan's

502 BOYLSTON STREET

Drawing Instruments and Materials

Fountain Pens Text-Books

The Thorndike Hotel

Established 1847

THOS. F. GALVIN, Inc.
Flowers

Lunch at...

CANN'S

Sea Food

Broiled Live Lobsters

a Specialty

223 Massachusetts Avenue

OPEN FRIDAYS A. M. TO 12 P. M.

Sale of One Thousand

Regular 1.25 to 2.50

Fountain Pens

At 75c Each

A recent purchase at a great price concession from the world's leading manufacturer of high-grade Fountain Pens enables us to offer these fine quality pens at this low price. Made with 14-karat gold pen, hard tempered nibs, and iridium points. Every pen is in perfect order and is guaranteed by us. Full assortment of plain and fancy styles. While they last, only 75c each.

Jordan Marsh Company

BOSTON

Shave Without a Real Razor.

THE DURHAM SIMPLEX

is a Real razor. It slides smoothly over the face severing the whiskers with the correct diagonal stroke like a scythe mows grass. It leaves the skin soft and velvety—not rough and harsh as after scraping with razors which do not have this stroke.

SPECIAL NOTICE

The Tech has a limited supply of Durham Duplex Demonstration Razor—exact model of the Durham Duplex Razor. These can be obtained at Tech office for 15 cents each, which covers the cost of packing, shipping, etc.
LADIES' SELF-LOADING RIFLE

As its name indicates, this rifle reloads itself, the recoil of the exploded cartridge doing the work. This places the complete control of the rifle under the trigger finger, which permits rapid shooting with great ease and accuracy. The .351 Caliber High-Power cartridge, has tremendous killing power, making it heavy enough for the largest game.

Catalogue fully describing this rifle, "The Gun that shoots Through Steel," sent upon request.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.